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nous of main sequence stars, having masses 0.1–0.5 times
the mass of the Sun. The habitable zones around such starsPlanets within the habitable zones of M dwarfs are likely to
are therefore very close, being typically between 0.03 andbe synchronous rotators; in other words, one side is permanently

illuminated while the other side is in perpetual darkness. We 0.4 AU [see Fig. 16 of Kasting et al. (1993)]. A planet lying
present results of three-dimensional simulations of the atmo- this close to its star will tend to become tidally locked, or
spheres of such planets, and comment on their possible habit- in other words be permanently illuminated on one side,
ability. Near the ground, a thermally direct longitudinal cell as the threshold for tidal locking after 4.5 byr is rlock P
exists, transporting heat from the dayside to the nightside. The 0.5(Mstar/Msun)1/3 [see Fig. 16 of Kasting et al. (1993) and
circulation is three-dimensional, with low-level winds returning Dole (1964)]. Such planets are termed synchronous rota-
mass to the dayside across the polar regions. Aloft, the zonally tors, and their rotation rates are therefore governed by
averaged winds display a pattern of strong superrotation due to the size of their orbits (this is dealt with below).
these planets’ finite (albeit small) rotation rate. With terrestrial If the atmosphere of such a planet is in radiative–
values of insolation, a CO2/H2O atmosphere collapses, or con- convective equilibrium, the surface temperature T0 on the
denses on the surface of the darkside, when surface pressure

dayside will be very high, while the nightside will be sois approximately 30 mb, this value being much lower for a N2 cold that the major atmospheric constituent will condenseatmosphere. This temperature contrast is also sensitive to fac-
out on the surface. When this happens, the surface temper-tors such as gravity, planetary radius, and IR optical depth t.
ature of the darkside, as well as the mean surface pressureThese results question the suitability of the concept of a habit-
p0, is set by a balance between upwelling thermal radiationable zone around M dwarfs that is independent of planetary
and release of latent heat by condensing constituents, simi-parameters. If CO2 partial pressure is controlled by the carbon-
lar to the scenario that has been postulated for the martianate–silicate cycle, we find that these planets should have a
atmosphere at those times when a permanent polar capminimum surface pressure of 1000–1500 mb of CO2, as this is
forms (see, e.g., Toon et al. 1980). In this latter case, surfacethe minimum pressure needed to support stable liquid water
pressures have been modeled as being as low as 1–3 mbon the darkside at the inner edge of the habitable zone. We

finally conclude that planets orbiting M stars can support atmo- (Toon et al. 1980). This phenomenon is termed atmospheric
spheres over a large range of conditions and, despite constraints collapse, and has been put forward as the primary reason
such as stellar activity, are very likely to be habitable.  1997 against searching for habitable planets around M stars.
Academic Press In reality, atmospheric motions reduce the day/night

temperature gradient DTDN by transporting heat. Simplisti-
cally, it can be seen that the higher the atmospheric mass,

INTRODUCTION the more horizontal atmospheric motions (hereafter re-
ferred to as advection) should dominate over radiation.

The habitable zone around the star is a range of orbital This can be restated as advection will become important
distances (and hence stellar luminosities) in which a planet when the advective time scale becomes small enough to
is most likely to be able to support life. There are many be comparable to the radiative relaxation time scale.
definitions for such a locus, but one common one is defined The advective time scale td is simply DL/U, where DL
by the range in which a planet can support liquid water is the day–night distance, and U is a typical atmospheric
somewhere on its surface (Kasting et al. 1993). windspeed. From Goody and Yung (1989), the radiative

M stars constitute approximately 75% of the stellar pop- relaxation time scale of a planetary atmosphere for global
scale motions tr is given byulation (Rodonò 1986) but are the smallest and least lumi-
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tr 5 cp p0/sgT 3
e , (1) 1995, James and Gray 1986). The SGCM can be thought

of as consisting of two parts: an adiabatic (or transport)
part, and a diabatic (or radiation and friction) part. Modelwhere cp is the specific heat of the gas, s is the Stefan–
variables are represented by spherical harmonics truncatedBoltzmann constant, Te is the effective emission tempera-
at a specified wavenumber. The model employs the s coor-ture of the planet, and p0 is surface pressure. This time
dinate system in the vertical, where s denotes pressure/scale is most dependent on p0, as this parameter can vary
surface pressure. The adiabatic part solves the primitiveover many orders of magnitude. It will also depend on the
equations of dynamical meteorology on the sphere (Hos-planet’s size through the dependency on g. The substellar–
kins and Simmons 1975, Holton 1992).antistellar surface temperature difference DTDN is then

At this point we emphasize that the SGCM representsdetermined by the relative values of tr and td .
terrestrial-type planets, or those planets consisting of aAs an example, setting terrestrial values for cp, g, p0,
relatively shallow atmosphere covering a thick rockyand DL, and assuming Te 5 250 K and U 5 10 msec21,
planet. The assumptions made in formulating the primitivetr 5 160 days, while td 5 20 days, which indicates that even
equations of motion used in the model are not strictlyfor an Earth-like planet, horizontal advection is strong
applicable to large gaseous planets like Saturn and Jupiter.enough to move the darkside away from radiative equilib-

The radiative scheme in the model consists of a simplerium and prevent atmospheric collapse. This scale analysis,
representation of solar heating of the surface, where thewhile being simple, does demonstrate that DTDN, and
solar flux is given byhence the ability of synchronously rotating planets to sup-

port atmospheres, is sensitive to a wide variety of planetary
F 5 F0 cos f cos l (2f/2 $ l $ f/2), (2)and atmospheric parameters.

Haberle et al. (1996) used a simple energy balance model F 5 0 elsewhere, (3)
to show that a pure CO2 atmosphere having a value of p0

of about 150 mb was sufficiently dense to allow the darkside
where f is latitude and l is longitude. The IR part ofof such a planet to warm up to above the freezing point
the radiation is now handled by a simple two-stream grayof CO2. They accounted for heat transport by a simple
approximation (rather than Newtonian relaxation, as wasformulation which was proportional to p0 and quadratic
the case previously). Exchanges of heat and momentumin DTDN. This model showed that even for relatively low
between the surface and atmosphere are handled by aatmospheric pressures, atmospheric transport of heat to
quadratic formulation, detailed in Eqs. (7)–(9) of Joshithe nightside could counteract the effect of radiative cool-
et al. (1995). Heat is mixed uniformly in convectively unsta-ing. While this model has produced some encouraging re-
ble regions.sults, it must be emphasized that it is a very simple model

The surface energy balance is very important, as thisand that all the aspects of the atmospheric circulation are
determines the surface temperature T0. This is simply afolded into just one parameter. A global circulation model
balance between downwelling solar insolation FD, upwell-is needed to better characterize the ability of such planets
ing IR radiation (black body radiation), downwelling IRto support atmospheres.
radiation FG (the greenhouse effect), and sensible heatInitial work by Joshi and Haberle (1996) showed that
fluxes between atmosphere and ground FS . The expression100 mb of CO2 was sufficient to support an atmosphere
for the time evolution of T0 ison an Earth-sized planet. We now present more detailed

results from this investigation. The model is described, and
aT0/t 5 (1 2 a)FD 1 FG 2 FS 2 sT 4

0 1 L, (4)the range of parameters used in the experiment explained.
The circulation of the atmospheres of these planets is pre-

where a is the ground albedo, and L is the latent heatsented. The sensitivity of T0 and DTDN to factors such as
released by condensing CO2. The factor a represents thepressure, optical depth, and planetary radius is examined in
thermal inertia of the ground. The higher the thermal iner-the context of under what conditions atmospheric collapse
tia, the more heat is dissipated into the ground via conduc-may occur. We then investigate sources of transience in
tion. This time scale was set to 105 sec, which suppressedthese atmospheres, both internally forced (i.e., atmo-
instabilities in T0 and yet meant that T0 was able to respondspheric waves) and externally forced (i.e., by starspots). We
effectively to transient forcing by mechanisms having peri-finally discuss the results in the context of the habitability of
ods longer than 1 day (see below).planets orbiting M stars.

The condensation of CO2 was modeled by not allowing
the surface or atmosphere to fall below its frost point.MODEL DESCRIPTION
This was done by an energy conservation scheme that
condensed sufficient CO2 such that the amount of heatThe model used is a modified version of the so-called

SGCM or simplified global circulation model (Joshi et al. energy gained equaled the latent heat energy released by
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condensation. The surface pressure was then adjusted at vertical equispaced in s or p/p0. This was justified by the
fact that the standard 1-bar run repeated at T21 resolutionthe appropriate grid points, and the surface albedo changed

to that of ice. The frost point of CO2 varies a great deal produced surface temperatures similar to the T10 case to
within 5 K.with pressure (Kasting 1991). For this work, the frost point

was approximated by the relation The rotation rate was determined by assuming that for
a synchronous rotator, the rotation rate is the same as the
orbital period. For a star of 0.1 solar mass, the orbitalTcond 5 194.5 1 27.75P 1 3P2, (5)
radius R is 0.02–0.03 AU, and the angular frequency g (or
2f/P) is approximately 1025 sec21. For a star of 0.5 solarwhere P is in bars. If CO2 condensation on the ground
mass, R 5 0.2–0.3 AU and g P 1026 sec21.occurred, this was deemed as an indication that the atmo-

This is an important result as a planet having a lowsphere was collapsing (as the nightside frost was perma-
rotation rate might exhibit the same sort of circulation asnent) and that the atmosphere was falling into another
Titan, with mean meridional cells extending to the midlati-regime where T0, P0, and DTDN were controlled by CO2 tudes and strong prograde jets at high latitudes (Hourdinice (Haberle et al. 1996). The model conditions under which
et al. 1995). Atmospheric waves forced by topography andsuch collapse happened were then noted.
thermal effects can also contribute to prograde jets forming
at lower latitudes, as is the case on Venus (Pechmann and

Model Parameters
Ingersoll 1984).

All of the nominal experiments were done using a rota-The nominal simulations used terrestrial values for ra-
dius, gravity, gas constant, and stellar insolation S (hereby tion rate similar to that of Titan (4.5 3 1026 sec21), as it

was found that the circulation was relatively insensitive todefined as S 5 insolation/terrestrial insolation 5 1 in the
nominal runs). the rotation rate, due to the strength of the thermal forcing

due to the synchronous heating (see later). The nominalThe ground albedo in all the runs was set to 0.2, consis-
tent with earlier simpler one-dimensional calculations. The runs were integrated forward until the zonal wind at the

equator had equilibrated to a constant value and the mo-reason for this low value is the decreased importance of
Rayleigh scattering due to the low emission temperature mentum balance had reached a (statistically) steady state.

The time scale for this was 100 Titan days (about 1620of M dwarfs (Kasting et al. 1993). This value is slightly lower
than the value of 0.3 used in the initial three-dimensional Earth days). It was also noted that the surface temperature

equilibrated within 20–30 Titan days in the nominal runs.calculations (Joshi and Haberle 1996).
For the nominal runs, the radiation scheme was tuned

such that IR optical depth t 5 0.3 when p0 5 100 mb,
ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION IN THE SGCMt 5 1.0 when p0 5 1000 mb (similar to that of Earth), and

t 5 1.5 when p0 5 1500 mb. These values are equal to
Simulations with Zonally Averaged Heating

that expected from a pure CO2 atmosphere (Pollack et al.
1987), but are also similar to that of the Earth (tEarth P As a prelude to the full results which incorporate the

effect of synchronous heating, we present results from a0.9). Atmospheres having very different compositions (e.g.,
N2/CH4) would be expected to have very different IR opti- model run with zonally averaged heating (i.e., F is indepen-

dent of longitude). This will demonstrate the ability of thecal depths for similar surface pressures. This effect was
examined by studying the effect of varying t at a given model to reproduce results of studies done with terrestrial

GCMs having low rotation rates (Del Genio et al. 1993).value of p0.
The momentum balance on slowly rotating planets, and P0 and t were set to 1000 mb and 1.0, respectively. To

closely match the results of Del Genio et al., a representa-hence the mean wind field, is thought to be determined
largely by momentum transports by the mean circulation tion of stratospheric drag was introduced in the control

run in the form of Rayleigh friction with a time scale ofas well as large-scale eddies having zonal wavenumbers
1–2 (Del Genio et al. 1993). However, previous simulations 0.5 Titan day in the topmost layer (only in this control run).

Zonal-mean cross sections of the temperature and windof Titan have shown that resolution higher than 32 points
in longitude may be necessary to adequately simulate the fields are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the zonal

(W–E) wind exhibits a pattern of slight westerlies over thehigh winds there (Hourdin et al. 1995). Windspeeds will
also depend on internal dissipation and drag, which are equator and westerly jets in near the poles. The presence

of the equatorial westerlies is a result of non-axisymmetriccompletely unknown here.
All model runs were carried out at so-called T10L10 eddies (Hide 1969), and their strength is dependent on

factors such as atmospheric stability at the equator andresolution, which means truncation in the horizontal at
maximum total horizontal wavenumber 10 (equivalent to rotation rate. The equatorial westerlies in fact appear

slightly stronger in this run than in Del Genio et al. (1993).having 32 grid points in longitude), and 10 layers in the
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TABLE I
Run Summaries

Pressure Radius Gravity
Run (mb) t (km) (m sec22)

1 1000 1.0 6400 9.8
2 100 0.25 6400 9.8
3 1500 1.5 6400 9.8
4 1000 0.25 6400 9.8
5 1000 0.5 6400 9.8
6 1000 2.0 6400 9.8

R1 1000 1.0 13000 9.8
R2 1000 1.0 13000 30
R3 1000 1.0 3400 3.72

Aloft, temperatures at the substellar and antistellar points
are similar, but they are very different near the ground.
There is a strong inversion at the antistellar point near the
ground. This is due to small sensible heat transport be-

FIG. 1. Zonal wind u (m sec21) (top) and temperature (K) (bottom)
in the control run (zonally symmetric heating and Titan’s rotation rate).

The zonally averaged temperature displays the familiar
pattern of relatively warm tropics and relatively cold poles,
although there is no meridional temperature gradient at
the ground equatorward of 408. This is because the Hadley
circulation extends into the midlatitudes and reduces these
gradients, as seen in previous work (Del Genio et al. 1993).
The ability of the SGCM to reproduce earlier results shows
that it is a valid tool for use in simulating the circulations
of slowly rotating planets.

Simulations with Synchronous Heating:
Meridional Structure

We now examine the circulation in the standard 1000-
mb run with synchronous heating present [see Eqs. (2) and
(3)], denoted run 1 (Table I summarizes the runs). Plots
of zonally averaged temperature and wind are shown in
Fig. 2. The temperature exhibits an inversion at low levels. FIG. 2. Zonal wind u (m sec21) (top) and temperature (K) (bottom)
This is a consequence of averaging temperatures that vary in run 1. This is the standard run with synchronous heating present, a

surface pressure of 1 bar, and terrestrial insolation.a great deal over a line of latitude, as is shown in Fig. 3.
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The stationary wave activity is associated with the ther-
mal tide caused by the synchronous heating. This tide is
the difference between run 1 and the control run shown
above and, therefore, appears to be the crucial factor in
setting up the strong equatorial superrotation. The mo-
mentum fluxes associated with this strong tide act to am-
plify the superrotation in the same way as the thermal tide
on Venus is thought to amplify the superrotation there
(Pechmann and Ingersoll 1984). In this case, however, the
amplitude of the tide is much larger than on Venus, and
results in very strong westerly winds at the model top.

The mean momentum fluxes associated with the zonally
averaged circulation are shown in Fig. 6. There are large
upward and poleward fluxes at high levels at the equator,
consistent with divergence in this location associated with
a zonally symmetric Hadley circulation (Gierasch 1975).
However, nearer the poles, a more complex structure ex-

FIG. 3. Temperature (K) at the substellar point (top) and the antistel-
lar point (bottom) in run 1. Note the strong inversion in the bottom figure.

tween ground and atmosphere because of the relatively
statically stable conditions there.

The zonal wind pattern is dominated by a strong superro-
tation at high altitudes above the equator. To establish
what mechanisms might be causing this pattern, the mo-
mentum fluxes from different mechanisms are now ex-
amined.

The horizontal and vertical eddy momentum fluxes are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. In each figure the
contribution to the total momentum fluxes by transient
and stationary waves is shown. The period used for ob-
taining the steady-state data was 20 Titan days (about
320 terrestrial days). The transient eddies cause significant
equatorward momentum fluxes in the midlatitudes, which
is typical of barotropic waves. The stationary eddies cause
equatorward momentum transport at low levels, with large

FIG. 4. Horizontal eddy momentum flux u9v9 (m2 sec22) contributionsupward fluxes at the equator. This pattern is consistent
from transient waves (top) and stationary waves (bottom) in run 1. Posi-

with that thought to be important in setting up equatorial tive values indicate a northward direction, so that there is net equatorial
superrotating winds in planetary atmospheres (Gierasch transport of momentum in the top figure. The bulk of the stationary wave

activity results from the synchronous heating.1975).
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tics can only give a limited picture of the circulation. We
now examine the three-dimensional circulation.

A longitudinal section of temperature in run 1 is shown
in Fig. 8 (top). This shows the large thermal contrast be-
tween the low-level temperatures at the substellar point
(at 08W) and at the antistellar point (at 1808W). The effect
of horizontal advection of heat from dayside to nightside
can be seen by comparing this figure with Fig. 8 (bottom),
which shows radiative equilibrium temperature for the
standard 1-bar case (this latter run was performed by run-
ning the SGCM with the dynamics turned off). Heat advec-
tion transfers heat to the nightside, significantly warming
it, especially at upper levels. A large inversion is present
on the nightside at low levels in Fig. 8 (top). The lapse
rate over most of the atmosphere is about 2 K km21, which
is far removed from its adiabatic value of about 7 K km21,
also indicative of the strong upward fluxes of heat by atmo-
spheric motions.

Longitudinal sections of zonal wind u and g (vertical

FIG. 5. Vertical eddy momentum flux u9g9 [(m sec21)(1026 mb sec21)]
contributions from transient waves (top) and stationary waves (bottom)
in run 1. Positive values indicate a downward direction. The bulk of the
stationary wave activity results from the synchronous heating.

ists, with equatorward momentum fluxes at mid-levels in
the subtropics followed by poleward fluxes at midlatitudes.

This structure can be explained by examining the zonally
symmetric streamlines, which is shown in Fig. 7. This shows
mean upward motion at the equator, balanced by downwel-
ling near the poles but each hemispheric cell has a double
center. This should be contrasted with Fig. 7 (bottom),
taken from the control run, which exhibits the more famil-
iar two cells extending from equator to midlatitudes. The
double-cell pattern is reminiscent of that seen in simula-
tions of the venusian atmosphere with an optically thick
cloud present (Del Genio et al. 1993). The structure must
be an artifact of the zonal asymmetry evident from Fig. 3.

Simulations with Synchronous Heating:
Three-Dimensional Structure

Since a major component of the circulation is three- FIG. 6. Vertical mean momentum flux ug [(m sec21)(1026 mb sec21)]
(top) and horizontal mean momentum flux uv (m2 sec22) (bottom) in run 1.dimensional, looking at zonal averages of model diagnos-
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sight somewhat strange. One might expect the longitudinal
component of the circulation to behave somewhat like a
terrestrial-type Walker circulation, with rising motion over
the dayside, flow toward the nightside at upper levels,
which is returned to the dayside at lower level. This actually
does happen, but along a great circle stretching from the
substellar point, through the pole, to the antistellar point.
Here, fluid flows at high levels across the pole from dayside
to nightside, and is returned to the dayside at low levels
across the pole, as shown in Fig. 12. This shows the eddy
component of the wind vectors. The zonal average has
been removed to isolate net transport. The flow across the
polar region can be seen clearly in this case.

Elsewhere, this sort of thermally direct cell is disrupted
by the strong zonal flow. Fluid can only flow across the
terminator from dayside to nightside at low levels. Once
on the darkside, since static stability is relatively high,
vertical motion is subdued, and fluid can only return to the
dayside at low levels through the thermally direct polar cell.

FIG. 7. Zonally averaged mean meridional circulation (kg sec21 p

1010) in run 1 (top) and the control run (bottom). The positive contours
indicate clockwise motion on the diagram.

velocity in pressure coordinates) are shown in Fig. 9. The
upward motion can be seen over the substellar point, with
descending motion over the nightside. The strong superro-
tation is also seen, becoming more zonally symmetric as
altitude increases. The vertical velocity g exhibits a double
peak, rather than one maximum above the subsolar point.
Normally, upward mass flow is balanced by inflow of mass
at low levels. However, as seen from Fig. 10, this does not
happen. There is not enough mass flow into the substellar
point to balance high vertical velocities there. Instead, the
highest values of g are found nearer the terminator.

The horizontal component of the circulation is shown
in Figs. 10 and 11. Aloft, Fig. 11 shows a broad westerly
jet with surprisingly little zonal variation compared with
nearer the surface. Near the surface, mass (and heat) flows

FIG. 8. Longitude–height section of temperature (K) at the equator
away from the substellar point both east and west at the in run 1 (top) and radiative equilibrium temperature (K) (bottom). Note
equator, and returns through the polar regions. that the bottom plot is not a steady state as CO2 is able to condense on

the darkside, but is merely shown as a comparison with the top plot.The three-dimensional nature of the circulation is at first
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O(a few K). This has implications for planetary habitabil-
ity, as is discussed below.

One major cause of transience in planets orbiting M
stars will be starspots. These are similar to those seen on
the Sun, but are much larger in scale, causing a decrease
in S of 10–40% and lasting for up to a few Earth months
(Rodonò 1986). The ability of the atmosphere to respond
to these changes is dependent on its thermal inertia, as
well as the thermal inertia of the ground. While a precise
prediction of temperature perturbations for a range of
different starspots and atmospheric or surface properties
is not feasible, a qualitative analysis of the spatial variation
in atmospheric response to a typical starspot is feasible.

Again, the standard run 1 was repeated. The starspot
was represented by a Gaussian perturbation to the stellar
insolation of the form

S 5 S0 2 Ss exp S2St 2 tmean

ts
D2D, (6)

where S0 was the nominal insolation, Ss was set in this case
to 0.4 S0 (a rather extreme value), t was time in Titan days,
tmean was the midpoint of the perturbation, set at 80 Titan

FIG. 9. Longitude–height section of u (m sec21) at the equator (top)
and dp/dt (1026 mb sec21) (bottom).

Transient Variations

Slowly rotating atmospheres can be barotropically and
inertially unstable, due to the high wind shear present.
Such instabilities manifest themselves as atmospheric
waves, which have a very important role to play in main-
taining the time–mean wind structure (Del Genio et al.
1993).

These disturbances manifest themselves in fields such as
windspeed and T0. Time series of these fields at the equator
are shown in Fig. 13. A strong oscillation of period P1.5
Titan days can be observed, especially in the surface tem-
perature. The amplitude in this latter quantity is 3–4 K,
and is a signature of the barotropic instability discussed
above. It must be emphasized that the period and ampli-
tude of this oscillation are particular to this particular set
of model parameters. Nevertheless, it should be noted that
for reasonable model parameters, and for a surface whose FIG. 10. Polar stereographic plot of temperatures (K) the horizontal
thermal response time is O(105 sec), the surface can react wind vectors on the 950-mb surface (approximately 500 m above the

ground).to atmospheric variability with oscillations of amplitude
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FIG. 11. Polar stereographic plot of temperatures (K) and horizontal
wind vectors on the 150-mb surface (approximately 20 km above the
ground).

days into the model integration, and ts was set to 2.0, so
that the total duration of the starspot was 8 Titan days, or
about 4 Earth months. This amplitude and duration were
selected so that the atmosphere would have time to re-
spond to an extremely large starspot, and the signal should
be very large. Note the negative sign in Eq. (6), as starspots
tend to reduce stellar brightness.

The surface temperature was analyzed at the substellar
point, the antistellar point, and the eastern equatorial ter-
minator, and is shown in Fig. 14. The largest response is
at the substellar point, with the terminator and antistellar
points responding on similar time scales, but with smaller
amplitudes. As a comparison, if the planet was in radiative
equilibrium, a 40% decrease in S would result in a 40 K
decrease in T0 at the substellar point, with the darkside
being unaffected. The difference between these values and
those in Fig. 14 is due to advection of heat by the atmo-
sphere.

The substellar point reaches its minimum temperature
20 Earth days after the minimum in stellar brightness, due

FIG. 12. Magnified polar stereographic plots of horizontal wind vec-
to the thermal inertia of the atmosphere/surface system. tors on the 950-mb surface (top) and the 150-mb surface (bottom). The
It takes almost twice as long for darkside temperatures to plot limits are 508N to 908N and zonal wind u vectors have had the zonal

mean removed. Note the different scales for the wind vectors.bottom out. By Earth day 64 after the starspot minimum,
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SENSITIVITY STUDIES

The sensitivity of the SGCM to diabatic and external
parameters is now investigated, with special detail given
to how changes in these parameters affect surface tempera-
tures.

Effect of Surface Pressure p0

Figure 15 shows T0 at the equator in three runs with
different surface pressures. Run 2 exhibits the highest value
of DTDN (160 K), consistent with it being nearest to radia-
tive equilibrium. While the darkside is at 200 K in this run,
it is still above the freezing point of CO2 at this pressure,
indicating that even a 100-mb CO2/H2O-type atmosphere
can transport enough heat to its darkside to prevent atmo-
spheric collapse. Run 3 exhibits darkside temperatures that
are high enough to support liquid water.

When the nominal runs were repeated for lower pres-
sures, collapse was found to occur at a value of p0 of
approximately 30 mb. One reason why this surface pressure

FIG. 13. Transient variability in the model in run 1 as shown by the
wind speed (m sec21) at s 5 0.95 (top, unmarked) and at s 5 0.25 (top,
circles), and by T0 (K) (bottom). Each time series is taken at 638E, 08N
(the equatorial terminator) and has had its time average removed.

S has returned to the nominal level, but T0 takes twice as
long to return to its pre-starspot level. The effect that
this phenomenon might have on atmospheric collapse is
considered below.

Other sources of transient variations would be brightness
variations caused by non-zero orbital eccentricities. In the
case of synchronously rotating planets, this would amount
to a stationary thermal tide with a period equal to the
rotation period and an amplitude dependent on the or-
bital eccentricity.

The response of T0 to this phenomenon will depend on
the rotation period (as this is the period of the variation
of insolation) and the thermal inertia of the planet’s atmo-
sphere and surface. Atmospheres on planets orbiting larger
M stars (having masses P 0.5Msun) exhibit lower rotation
rates and will therefore be able to respond more efficiently FIG. 14. T0 at the substellar point. The values plotted have had the

pre-starspot T0 subtracted from them.to variations in insolation induced by eccentricity.
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TABLE II
Mean T0: Analytical and

Model Results

T0 (K)

Run Analytical Model

1 313.4 285.5
2 278.7 247.9
3 331.4 299.3

suggest. This implies that the globally averaged value of
T0 must be colder than one-dimensional calculations sug-
gest to conserve energy. This is in fact the case, as shown
in Table II. The analytical values calculated are simply
those calculated by T 4

0 5 (1 2 a)(1 1 t)F/s. In each case,
T0 in the model is about 30 K colder than the one-dimen-
sional results. It is only at the subsolar point that tempera-
tures exceed the one-dimensional values, as it is here that
the lapse rate is nearest the radiative profile. This was

FIG. 15. Longitudinal sections of surface temperature (K) at the noted to a certain extent by Kasting et al. (1993), who
equator for runs with varying surface pressure: 1000 mb (unmarked), 100 pointed out that a one-dimensional radiative–convective
mb (crosses), 1500 mb (circles). model would give only a maximum limit on the planetary

mean T0. However, the magnitude of the difference is
such that it should be noted when using one-dimensional
calculations to calculate habitable zone limits.is so low is that as pressure decreases, the frost point

At high surface pressures, the SGCM results should as-temperature Tc also decreases. Tc(1000 mb) is about 195
ymptote to the one-dimensional results. This is becauseK, whereas Tc(30 mb) is approximately 160 K. Thus, even
DTDN tends to zero, and so the effect of atmospheric tem-though less heat transport takes place in the latter run,
peratures being warmer than one-dimensional radiativeT0 on the darkside of the planet only barely reaches the
calculations (see Table II) is minimized. This gives furtherfrost point.
weight to the assumption that the SGCM only provides aHaberle et al. (1996) predicted that 150 mb of CO2 was
significant improvement in predicting habitable zonenecessary to prevent atmospheric collapse. Their result,
boundaries over one-dimensional simulations for pressureswhile not in agreement with the SGCM, is correct to within
lower than approximately a few bars. At pressures abovean order of magnitude. One reason why their work may
these, the inaccuracies in the gray radiation scheme out-have overestimated the critical surface pressure is that their
weigh the advantages gained by simulating the finite DTDN.parameterization of heat transport was based on heat fluxes

by baroclinic waves in terrestrial midlatitudes. As shown
Effect of Radiation Parametersearlier, heat transport in the SGCM is accomplished by a

vigorous thermally direct cell and strong zonal winds at The prescription of optical depth with pressure is now
low latitudes. Heat transport by this method is more relaxed to examine the effect of different atmospheric com-
efficient than transport by baroclinic waves, therefore low- positions. For instance, a thick N2 atmosphere with trace
ering the pressure at which transport prevents atmo- amounts of CO2 will have a p0 value of O(bars), but a very
spheric collapse. small value of t (although it should be noted that the Earth,

The large DTDN in run 2 is associated with a more vigor- having a mainly N2 atmosphere with a greenhouse effect
ous circulation in the atmosphere. In run 2, u reaches coming mainly from H2O, does have a gray IR optical
well over 100 m sec21 aloft. Lower down, winds exceed depth of about 0.9).
20 m sec21 (about 40 mph). The overall circulation pattern The optical depth should not change the radiative time
of zonal mass flow away from the substellar point, returning scale tr to first order, as changing t does not dramatically
via the poles, and strong superrotation aloft, is the same. change Te. However, increasing t will increase T0, and

Atmospheric temperatures, especially on the dark side, hence drive a more vigorous circulation, which should act
to lower DTDN. The effect of changing t at a given pressureare far warmer than simple one-dimensional calculations
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surface or radiation parameters such as surface albedo will
obviously cause some change in the results obtained. For
instance, higher coefficients for internal vertical diffusion
will result in lighter winds. Quantitatively examining the
model response to changes in each of these parameters
is beyond the scope of this work. We therefore concern
ourselves in this section only with those parameters that
might cause fundamental changes in the circulation regime
seen in the model.

Rotation rate g is one such parameter, since, as stated
earlier, it fundamentally affects the circulation regime in
which the planet lies. Run 1 was repeated, but with two
different values of g: 1026 and 1025 sec21. These are the
expected minimum and maximum values derived in an
earlier section. In each case surface temperatures matched
those in run 1 to within 5 K, and u, the zonally averaged
zonal wind, displayed a pattern of westerlies over the equa-
tor. The strength of the zonal wind at the equator actually
increased slightly with g. At low levels, fluid flowed away
from the substellar point at the equator, and returned via
the poles, as in run 1. The relative insensitivity of the
results to rotation rate is an indication that the synchronous

FIG. 16. T0 in runs 1, 4, 5, and 6. Run 1 (t 5 1, unmarked); run 4 heating is dominating the SGCM response. Without it, flow
(t 5 0.25, crosses); run 5 (t 5 0.5, squares); run 6 (t 5 2.0, filled circles). patterns are strongly sensitive to g (James 1994).

The effect of planetary size was considered. DTDN is
dependent on a balance between radiation and advection,

was examined by doing three more runs, denoted runs 4, and advective heating is given by u=T, so doubling the
5, and 6 (see Table I). T0 and DTDN in these runs were radius of the planet should decrease =T, and hence increase
then compared with run 1. DTDN. However, increasing g will also decrease the radia-

Figure 16 shows T0 in runs 1, 4, 5, and 6. As is expected, tive relaxation time [see Eq. (1)], and increase the adiabatic
the average value of T0 increases with t. However, DTDN lapse rate, and hence change T0 in a nontrivial fashion.
decreases dramatically as t increases. As t increases from The effect of this was examined by performing two runs
0.25 to 1.0, darkside temperatures rise by almost 80 K, with planetary radius set to 13 3 106 m. One was done
whereas subsolar point temperatures actually fall between with g held at 9.8 m sec22 (run R1) and one in which g 5
runs 4 and 5 before rising again. Only when t increases to 30 m sec22 (run R2). The reason for this was to separate
2 in run 6 do the subsolar point temperatures start to the effect of the large radius and the combined effect of
increase in tandem with the antistellar point temperatures. the large radius and a higher g.

These results indicate that T0 at the substellar point is The results are shown in Fig. 17. Run R1 exhibited sur-
insensitive to t at low optical depths. Only in optically face temperatures slightly higher than those of run 1, al-
thick atmospheres (t . 1) is the substellar point surface though the change was only about a maximum of 610 K.
temperature affected strongly by the greenhouse effect. Run R2 exhibited far greater differences, consistent with
This hypothesis was tested by rerunning run 2, but with the lower radiative relaxation time due to a higher value
optical depths of 1.0 and 2.0. In these experiments, the of g. The substellar lapse rate was also higher in R2, with
substellar T0 increased steadily from 360 to 400 K. IR the model top being 10 K colder than the control run. This
optical depth therefore seems to affect DTDN only at pres- result indicates that the change in parameters such as g
sures of O(1000 mb). This is probably because only at associated with a change in planetary mass is more im-
these higher pressures is heat transport the most important portant than the actual planetary size itself. The implica-
factor in determining T0, and thus only at these higher tions of this for habitability are discussed below.
pressures can the feedback of t onto the heat transport Run 1 was again repeated, but with radius and g set to
significantly affect T0. martian values (run R3). As expected, DTDN was reduced

to 40 K, with T0 on the nightside at 270 K. As stated earlier
Effect of External Parameters

though, such planets are too small to continually recycle
gases like CO2 into their atmospheres (Carr 1981), and soVarying model parameters such as the coefficients gov-

erning drag and heat transfer between atmosphere and one might expect such planets to have atmospheres similar
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lapsed. Reducing S reduces Te, the temperature at the top
of the atmosphere, which then increases the radiative time
scale [see Eq. (1)]. This should then reduce DTDN. For
example, when run 1 was repeated with S 5 0.44 (equal
to martian insolation), DTDN 5 50 K, which was about 70%
of its value in run 1. Atmospheric collapse actually occurs
at S 5 0.3. This is slightly higher than the one-dimensional
calculations suggest, again because of a finite DTDN, but is
nevertheless very close to the one-dimensional predictions.

We now note that the Kasting first condensation limit,
defined as when CO2 clouds first form (Kasting et al. 1993),
does not apply to synchronous rotators. This is because
large inversions form above the nightside surface as seen
in Fig. 8. The lapse rate here is therefore very much more
positive than that associated with CO2 condensation, and
CO2 will therefore condense at the ground before it con-
denses in the atmosphere.

While the feedbacks associated with CO2 condensation
may not take place on these planets, feedbacks associated
with large changes in S due to starspots may cause the
atmospheres of such planets to collapse. Once this happens,
the atmosphere may not be able to revert to its original

FIG. 17. Longitudinal sections of surface temperature (K) at the
state when the stellar brightness increases again. This isequator for the planetary radius 5 2aEarth runs with g 5 gEarth (unmarked)
because in the collapsed state, p0 is O(mb) [cf. martianand g 5 3gEarth (circles).
permanent polar caps (Toon et al. 1980)], which is below
the minimum CO2 pressure needed to support an atmo-
sphere when S 5 1. However, as shown in Fig. 14, if the

to that of Mars. Run R3 was repeated, but with different surface pressure is sufficiently high, the darkside will expe-
values of p0, to check at what value a Mars-type planet rience a far smaller change in T0 than purely radiative
ceased to support an atmosphere when S 5 1. A permanent considerations suggest. In addition, results from SGCM
nightside cap formed when p0 P 10 mb. This value is much simulations in which atmospheric collapse actually takes
lower than previously found. The reason for this is that place suggest that the time scale for condensing a bar of
the smaller planetary radius (and hence smaller advective CO2 is O(years) rather than O(months). Thus, a high-
time scale), as well as the smaller value of g, drives the amplitude starspot lasting for months should only result in
atmosphere further away from radiative equilibrium than condensation of a few percent of atmospheric mass before
the case with terrestrial parameters. This results in a reevaporation takes place. We therefore conclude that
smaller DTDN for a given surface pressure, and hence a starspots should play a role in atmospheric collapse only
lower pressure at which atmospheric collapse occurs. if p0 is O(100 mb) or less.

Different atmospheric constituents will display different
HABITABILITY condensation temperature/pressure relationships. This will

affect the minimum bound of p0 at which atmospheric
Atmospheric Collapse

collapse occurs. For instance, an N2 atmosphere will col-
lapse when the darkside falls below the freezing point ofWe now discuss the outer edges of habitable zones

around M stars. The outer edge of such a zone will occur N2, which is about 80 K. Since even in runs 2 and 4 (both
runs in which optical depth t is very low) T0 on the darksidewhen a planetary atmosphere can no longer transport

enough heat to its darkside to prevent collapse. One-di- does not even approach this value, it appears that synchro-
nously rotating planets are able sustain N2-type atmo-mensional calculations have shown that this happens when

insolation S 5 0.27 (Kasting et al. 1993). In the three- spheres having very low optical depths.
dimensional simulations, collapse occurs even when mean

Habitable Zone Limitsinsolation is above this value, due to a finite DTDN. Run
2 is very close to atmospheric collapse, despite having an Planets orbiting M stars will face constraints on habit-
insolation S of 1. ability that occur because of the special characteristics that

Run 1 was repeated with lower values of S to find out these stars have. One stellar phenomenon that could dra-
matically hinder habitability is flaring. M stars experienceat which value of S the standard 1000-mb atmosphere col-
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flares that are relatively large in magnitude when compared We now translate the habitable zone limits from S coor-
dinates into distances from an M0 star for the 1000- andwith G stars (Rodonò 1986). Heath et al. (1996) have shown

that organisms may be able to adapt to the effects of flares. 100-mb runs. The habitable zone will be approximately in
However, this is one area where further research is nec- the range 0.25 , h , 0.45 (where h is in AU) if p0 5 1000
essary. mb and 0.14 , h , 0.3 if p0 5 100 mb. These values are

The stellar terminator on a synchronously rotating of course dependent on factors such as optical depth t and
planet is a fixed location, and this location, while receiving planetary radius g, as the above sensitivity studies show.
some stellar insolation at all times, will never experience The values obtained should be compared with the fixed
the full magnitude of a flare. The phenomenon of tidal value of 0.25 , h , 0.47 (Kasting et al. 1993).
locking will therefore help to mitigate the effects of stellar The above habitable zone limits all assume that atmo-
flaring at some locations such as the terminator, while spheric collapse occurs when CO2 freezes out. It should
amplifying the effects of flares at other places such as the be pointed out that greenhouse gases such as CO2 and
substellar point. H2O may only form minor constituents in an atmosphere

Kasting et al. (1993) defined the inner edge of the habit- consisting mainly of N2 (such as the Earth). If this is the
able zone as when the stratosphere of a planet becomes case, when the darkside falls below the frost point of CO2,
saturated. At this point, hydrogen loss rates at the exobase the atmosphere will be left with a very cold N2 atmosphere
become large, and water is lost quickly from the planet. with no greenhouse gases present. In this case, rather than
However, since M stars are relatively cool, they radiate being controlled by a combination of p0 and t, as is the
very little energy in bands shorter than 0.2 em, leading to case with no atmospheric condensation, surface tempera-
rates of H2O breakdown that are so low that water loss tures will be set by p0 and T0 on the darkside, since this
may not be an issue (Heath et al. 1996). latter quantity is fixed near the CO2 frost point.

While this is one area where further one-dimensional
climate modeling is needed to quantify water loss rates, Effects of Weathering
the finite DTDN associated with synchronous rotation of

One factor that will affect the mean T0 of a planetaryplanets orbiting M stars must then be taken into account
atmosphere is CO2 recycling. When liquid water is present,in these calculations. As shown in Fig. 15, if the surface
CO2 will be recycled into carbonates, cooling the climate.pressure of a synchronous rotator is low, DTDN is high and
If liquid water does not exist on the surface, the rate ofthe darkside T0 will be very low, making the darkside a
carbonate formation decreases, and CO2 can build up in thevery efficient water trap (see, e.g., Fig. 15). The globally
atmosphere, increasing its greenhouse effect and possiblyaveraged water vapor concentration in such an atmosphere
even raising T0 to the point where liquid water is oncemight then be expected to be far lower than purely one-
more stable (Kasting 1988).dimensional calculations might suggest. The presence of a

This effect will act to raise p0 to 1000–1500 mb of CO2global ocean acting to recycle water across hemispheres
at S 5 1 and to higher pressures at lower values of S. Thus, ifwould negate this effect, as it does on Earth.
CO2 partial pressure is controlled by the carbonate–silicateIf a water trap does occur on the darkside, the inner
cycle, 1000–1500 mb of CO2 will be the minimum surfaceedge of the habitable zone for planetary atmospheres that
pressure of a habitable synchronously rotating planet. Ifhave low surface pressures might then therefore be defined
other greenhouse gases such as methane and ammoniaas that value of S where temperatures approach the melting
exist in the atmosphere, this pressure limit will be lowered.point of water on the darkside. At this point liquid water
The minimum p0 of 1000–1500 mb will be higher if CO2can flow into the dayside and evaporate, and loss rates
is a minor component of an otherwise optically thin atmo-increase. In the SGCM, with p0 set to 100 mb, this limit
sphere or the surface albedo is higher. Clouds will alsooccurs when S P 3. Of course, at this insolation T0 at the
have an impact on this minimum p0 value, depending onsubstellar point would reach unbearably hot temperatures
their optical properties.(almost 500 K), and only the darkside and the terminator

It is beyond the scope of this paper to fully map out (S,would be able to support any life.
p0) space to produce a function relating pmin to S. This isWater loss at the inner edge of the habitable zone on
because at low values of S, pmin would probably be O(bars),large planets should take place at higher values of S than
and, as previously stated, the one-dimensional model ofit does for Earth-sized planets, as the higher gravity on the
Kasting et al. (1993) would calculate surface temperatureslarge planets makes hydrodynamic escape more difficult.
more accurately than the three-dimensional model.However, climate collapse on large planets will take place

The presence of the weathering cycle will depend onat higher values of S than on Earth-sized planets, due to
planetary size. If the planet is too small (e.g., run R3),the higher DTDN on these large planets. The edges of the
volcanism ceases and CO2 recycling stops, and this wholehabitable zone therefore move upward in S as planetary

radius increases. discussion is academic (Carr 1981). If the planet is too
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large (e.g., run R2), the combination of higher advective and cooling events such as starspots might also be modeled
more quantitatively.heating time scales and higher gravity means that pressures

and optical depths even higher than those discussed above M stars make up the majority of the population of main
sequence stars (Rodonò 1986). In addition, modeling stud-will be needed to support liquid water on the surface at

an insolation of S 5 1. ies show that planets are able to form in the habitable zones
of such stars (Wetherill 1996). Given these arguments, as
well as the results presented above, we conclude that M
stars should not be ruled out in the search for habitableCONCLUSIONS
planets.

We have modeled the circulation of atmospheres on
terrestrial-type planets in potential habitable zones around
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